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From the Chair 
Our Annual General Meeting on Monday, 16 April 2018 
promises to be a special occasion.  All members and partners 

and friends are invited to attend. 

David and Margaret Boucher of Boucher & Co (pictured 

overleaf) will be our guests and David has kindly agreed to 
judge the box-making competition that night and present the 
prizes.  From humble beginnings, David taught himself 

woodwork and now heads an organisation that makes 
magnificent world class furniture, much of it being art deco 
inspired.  Their story is an inspiring example of determination 

and perseverance.  I hope you will come along.  More details 
about the meeting are on page 2. 

This newsletter is 

chock full of stories 
about our members 
and what they have been doing - running courses, attending courses, 

working on projects, talking about the past and where we are going in 
the future.  Don’t miss the interview with our member, Andrew Downie, 

who was one of the demonstrators last year at our annual sharpening 
day and is a gifted woodworker.   

Following feedback on the article in the last newsletter about the Henry 

Kendall Collection, we have written to NSW Forests Corporation 
inviting it to work with the Association to preserve, display and enlarge 
the Collection.  We will keep you informed of any developments. 

Meanwhile there is much going on outside in the world of woodwork 
for us to keep in touch with and connect with.  It promises to be a busy 
year with shows, courses and exhibitions abounding.  The apparent 

resurgence of interest in woodwork is encouraging and provides us all 
with a variety of opportunities.  There are plenty of dates to put in your 
diary! 

Phil Greenwood 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Our next meeting … 
Monday, 16 April 2018 - 7pm for 7.30pm
Please note the venue for this meeting is the Chiswick Community 
centre, corner of Blackwall Point Rd and Parkview Rd, Chiswick, 

pictured below.  Plenty of parking is available in the surrounding 
streets. 

All members are welcome to invite their partners and friends.  

There will be the standard $5 entry fee per head to cover the costs 
of the evening.   

Box-making competition 
Last year members were encouraged to participate in our box-

making competition to be judged at our annual general meeting.  
There was no limit on the number of entries.  Boxes must be made 
predominantly from wood and fit within a 300mm cube.  No other 

restrictions apply.   

Members wishing to enter the competition need only bring their 
box (or boxes) on the night.  A photographer will record the box 

with its maker and the boxes will be placed on display for all 
present to inspect (no identification of the maker at this stage 
please). 

$100 Carbatec gift vouchers will be awarded for Best box for a 
specific purpose, and Best joinery and finish.  We are delighted that 

David Boucher has agreed to judge the competition and present the 
prizes.  There will also be a Members’ Choice prize to be voted by 
the members present. 

The boxes will be displayed at the Timber and Working with Wood 
Show in Sydney from 21-23 June 2018 and may be offered for sale. 

About our judge: David Boucher describes himself as the Person in 

Charge of Passion and Design at Boucher & Co.  I am pretty sure 
that he would describe his 
wife, Margaret, and the 

Person in Charge of the 
Person in Charge of Passion 
and Design. They are a 

delightful couple.  

The Boucher & Co 
workshop is in 

Toowoomba, Queensland 
and he has a very special 
team of craftspeople.  The 

website contains a gallery 
of some of the many 
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WWA objectives 

The objects of the Association are: 

• to provide a forum for networking 
and to encourage camaraderie 
amongst all those who work in 
wood 

• to promote public awareness and 
appreciation of fine woodwork 

• to encourage creativity, design 
and development of skills and 
application by all woodworkers 

• to represent professional 
woodworkers and promote 
sustainability of fine woodwork as 
a career 

• to promote awareness of 
environmental issues including 
encouraging the judicious use of 
our precious native timber 
resources and use sustainable 
harvested, recycled and reclaimed 
timbers. 

WWA Life Members 

Richard Crosland 

Phil Lake 

Kim Larymore 

Leon Sadubin 

Richard Vaughan
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extraordinary pieces they have created, including the fitting of 
Rolls Royce consoles with macassar, black ebony and shagreen 

(stingray skin).   

Election of office-holders and 
committee 
The AGM is the occasion for the election of officeholders 
(Chairman, Vice-Chairman, Treasurer and Secretary) and up to five 

members of the Committee.  This usually only takes a few minutes. 

The current office-holders are all willing to continue in those 

positions, but they are also very happy for someone else to fulfil 
those roles.   

Two members of 

the existing 
Committee, Peter 
Dunn and John 

Kirkwood, have 
indicated that 
they would like to 

have a year off.  
The other three committee members are willing to re-nominate but 
are also happy for others to take their position.  Two fresh 

nominations have been received so far. 

There is a lot to be said for regular changes of office-holders and 
committee members as well as for some continuity.  

All members are encouraged to consider nominating as an office 
holder or as a member of the Committee.  Nomination forms were 
attached to the notice of meeting sent to all members and 

additional forms can be obtained from our secretary, David Palmer.   

Only financial members are entitled to vote at the Annual General 

meeting, so if your subscription remains unpaid, please get your 
funds to our Treasurer, Oliver Addis asap. 

Magazines and free stuff 
Old magazines are a wonderful source of fascinating information 

and can provide the spark for ideas and inspiration.  The 
Association has many old magazines and a selection will be 
available at the next meeting for members to take for free. 

We will also have some other give-away treasures for members 
who attend the next meeting… 
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WWA Committee 2017 

Chair:  Phil Greenwood  
02 9235 2874 
phgreenwood@optusnet.com.au 

Vice-Chair:  Frank Duff 
02 9896 4017, 0422 778 380 
fwduff@icloud.com 

Secretary:  David Palmer 
02 9449 2602 
secretary.woodworkersnsw@ 
gmail.com.au 

Treasurer:  Oliver Addis 
0419 016 622 
oaddis@comcen.com.au 

Committee members: 
Peter Dunn 
02 4344 7806, 0410 411 951 
bentneck@optusnet.com.au 

Kerry Geldens 
0411 037 648 
kerrymgeldens@gmail.com 

Angus Greenwood 
0488 087 233 
agreenwood@mainbrace.com.au 

John Kirkwood 

Steve Townsend 
02 9719 8753, 0411 477 075 
steve@ibis4.com 

If you would like to join or assist the 
Committee or be more involved in the 
Association, please call any Committee 
member.
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News, news, news …. 

Our member Geoff Hannah has been recognised in 
the Australia Day Honours List with an OAM for 
service to the visual arts through the production of 

furniture and marquetry. 

The awards ceremony will take place at 

Government House in May and we will publish 
photos in due course.  

A reminder too that Geoff’s biography is for sale 

through the Association for only $35 (see page 14) 
and that his latest superb creation, the Chinoiserie 
Cabinet, is on display at the Bungendore Wood 

Works Gallery and is available for purchase. 

David MacLaren, who established and runs the 
Bungendore Wood Works Gallery, was also 

recognised with an OAM for service to the art of 
woodwork and to the community of Bungendore.  
David’s support for emerging and established 

woodworkers has been outstanding and his gallery 
carries the reputation of being the best wood gallery 
in Australia. 

All members warmly congratulate Geoff and David 
on these well-deserved awards. 

The Melbourne International Flower and Garden 
Show is being held at the Royal Exhibition building 

and Carlton Gardens from 21-25 March.  

Our member, Kerryn Carter, is doing on-stage 
demonstrations for the five days of the Show.  

Kerryn will be showing how to build a “grow 
room”. 

For those of you unfamiliar with a “grow room”, it is 
a spherical, vertical garden that you can walk into 
(see photo above right) and is designed to maximise 

space and light for ideal growing conditions.  
Swedish architects have collaborated with Ikea to 
develop the concept and plans are now freely 

available on the internet to encourage people to 
grow their own vegetables.   

Kerryn who runs Tool School, and offers classes 
for children and women who wish to learn about 

woodwork, has developed her own design which 
is quickly and easily made.  Ryobi is supporting 
Kerryn at the International Garden Show to 

promote making projects like these. 

Kerryn has kindly agreed to run a small workshop 
later this year for members who would also like to 

build their own grow room.  Expressions of 
interest should be directed to David Palmer at 
secretary.woodworkersnsw@gmail.com.au. 

The Royal Agricultural Society has again asked a 
member of our Association to judge the prize for 

best Wooden Box Work at the Royal Easter Show.  
The Association sponsors this competition to 
support the ongoing display of fine woodwork to 

the community, but concerns have been 
expressed that the quality of some entries (not by 

our members!) has reduced in recent years.  
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Congratulations!!
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The Show runs from 23 March to 3 April.  It will be 
interesting to see if the general workmanship on 

display is an improvement on last year’s entries. 

The Chatoyance exhibition continues at Sturt 

Gallery until 8 April 2018.  This is an exhibition of 
collaboration and mentorships, with emerging 
makers paired with members of the Studio 

Woodworkers Australia (SWA) to design and make a 
new piece of furniture.  

SWA, which includes a number of our members, 

provides a portal through which prospective clients 
can find professional designer/makers and artists 
whose work in wood is characterised by a high level 

of individuality and quality. 

The Institute of Industrial Arts Technology Education 
is the professional association for teachers 

of Industrial Technology, Engineering Studies, 
Design & Technology, Graphics 

Technology and Technology 
(Mandatory) in New South 
Wales.   

To recognise the knowledge and 
skills of Industrial Technology - 
Timber teachers, an award is 

being presented for the best 
overall project undertaken by a 
teacher.   

The WWA of NSW has accepted an invitation to 
judge the best overall project and present the award 
at the annual iiate conference in Sydney in 

November.   

The Association acknowledges that these teachers 
can be instrumental in inspiring the love of 

woodwork and congratulates them all. 

Speaking of teachers, Matt Dwight, teacher and 
maker who was “interviewed” for the last 

newsletter, has kindly offered to run a course for 
members on techniques using veneer.  The course 
will be conducted at our Workshop for up to 6 

members.  Expressions of interest should be directed 

to David Palmer at 
secretary.woodworkersnsw@gmail.com.au. 

Trivet course was a success 

John Kirkwood, assisted by Steve Townsend, ran a 

very successful course to make trivets on February 
17.  Six people signed up for the course and even 
though only four were able to turn up on the day, 

everyone had a great time and completed their 
trivets* up to glue-up stage. 

“The trivet design we used was interesting,” John 
said.  “It was a vehicle that made each person 
think and learn about the process of making 

precise joints without using measuring tools.”   

The timber came from a plank of silky oak cut into 
strips and machined by John and Steve to  40 mm 

x 19mm. These were cut on a table saw jig so that 
each person had six pieces of length exactly five 
times the width.   

Then, on the router table using a jig built by John, 
three half-laps were cut into each piece. Because 
this worked so precisely almost no errors were 

made and nobody required new pieces to work 
on.  

It was an excellent way to learn about making 
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micro adjustments of router cutters and to provide 
sacrificial backing to prevent breakout. 

The glue-up was done using special cauls which 
applied pressure to each of the nine cross lap joints.  
Participants took their pieces home for final sanding 

and finishing. 

*Etymological note:  Trivet or pot-stand? 

Strictly speaking a trivet is a three-legged iron piece used 
to hold hot pots off the table to prevent burning.  But 
common usage accepts “trivet” to mean any object used 
to support hot things on a table. The word comes from the 
Latin meaning three feet. 

Trivial addendum:  Where do we get the word “trivia”?  
The Latin root means “three roads”. At a road junction 
people would meet and gossip about unimportant 
matters. 

Welcome to our new member Geoff Tonkin who 
has a workshop near 

Molong in the central 
west of NSW.  Geoff 
runs a range of 

interesting courses 
which include a 

didgeridoo workshop, 
basic tool making, 
making Windsor stools 

and chairs, and making 
a cigar box guitar.  He 
is also an 

accomplished maker.  
More details are available at 
www.geofftonkin.com.au.  If you want to get a 

sense of how peaceful and fun the Windsor chair 
course is, have a look at this short video:  https://
vimeo.com/165100901. 

Steve Toscano also joined the Association recently.  
Steve is a guitar maker with 16yrs experience and 

has now established the Sydney branch of the 
Australian Guitar Making School at Hornsby.  Steve 
is offering mid-week and weekend guitar making 

classes where you can make your own high quality 

acoustic or 
classical guitar in a 

self-paced, friendly 
and social 
environment. Steve 

uses Australian 
timbers and 

predominately 
hand tools.  For 
more information 

see: https://

australianguitarmakingschool.com.au/sydney.php.  
A 5% discount on class fees is offered to 

Association members. 

Roger attended our last meeting and came 
prepared.  He 

carried a sign 
explaining just 
what he wanted - 

help with box-
making. 

He was quickly 
teamed up with 
Terry Gleeson.  

We will look 
forward to hearing 
a progress report.   

Of course Roger could also sign up for our box-
making course described below. 

Our annual box-making course is again being 
held in September over 5 days.  The tutor will be 

Peter Harris and people can choose from some of 
Peter’s designs or create their own design.   

The course will be conducted at our Workshop 

from 9.00am to 4.00pm on  Tuesday 4th, Thursday 
6th, Friday 7th, Monday 10th and Tuesday 11th 

September.  The cost is only $250 for members. 

The course is limited to a maximum of 6 people, 
so if you wish to attend please register your 

interest with David Palmer at 
secretary.woodworkersnsw@gmail.com.au. 
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At our last meeting … 
Leon Sadubin (right) was pivotal in the founding of our 
Association 40 years ago. At our last meeting Leon 

reflected on the events that led to the early organisation 
of what ultimately became the Woodworkers Assoc. of 

NSW. 

In January 1977 the first Sydney Festival was held in the 
recently cleared Haymarket.  The event took place over 

the month - craftspeople were invited to set up 
workshops in the now empty fruit and vegetable sellers' 
spaces.  Among these was Leon who transferred his 

workbench, bandsaw and wood lathe to the site.  
During the time there he managed to make some items 
of furniture and meet prospective clients.  Among the 

visitors were a number of enthusiastic woodworkers 
some of whom, like himself had professional ideals.  At 
that time none were bound together by any craft-based 

association.  

The idea of getting all those diverse woodies together took hold and over the next 12 months Leon discussed 
the issue with them and other newly unearthed designer makers.  On the 15th December 1977 a meeting took 

place in the newly established Sadubin workshop on Pennant Hills Rd, Thornleigh. 

Among those attending the meeting were Les Miller, woodwork teacher; Don Morris, sculptor and Newcastle 
University architect; Ken Joynes, furniture designer; Ian Mawby, designer furniture maker; Harry Arnall, 

woodturner; Peter Otto woodcarver; Hans Westermann, spoon maker; Tom Arkins, woodworker; Arnold 
Giordano puppet maker and Leon Sadubin designer furniture maker. 

It was decided that a wood exhibition would be a good aim for the participants and further meetings to 
organise the event took place early in 1978.  The first was in March at Ian Mawby’s Surry Hills workshop, in 
April at David Dickes' Balmain workshop and May at Peter Otto’s Kingsford studio.  Following this they 

contacted and met John Holt at the Design Centre at 50 Margaret St. Sydney to organise a venue.  Both 
Michael Griggs and David Williams, Directors of the Crafts Board of the Australia Council were useful 
supporters of the plans. 

"Woodcraft 78" the first exhibition took place at the Design Centre Sydney, 15-30 June.  Twenty woodworkers 
exhibited a satisfying range of designs and skilled items. The exhibition was opened by Mr Lin Gordon the 
NSW Minister for Conservation and it was supported by the Australia Council and the Forestry Commission of 

NSW.  Les Miller was seconded by the Department of Education to run school groups through the duration of 
the exhibition.  By all measures this first venture was a huge success!  The Design Centre had never seen such 
a level of exhibition visitation.  We were obviously on a good thing! 

Following up on this initiative, the participants met again and voted for Les Miller, Alan Wale and Leon 
Sadubin to coordinate the formation of the Woodworkers Group of NSW in March 1978.  This was followed 
by the preparation for the second exhibition which became "Woodcraft 79”, this time at OTC House in Martin 

Place Sydney, one of an ongoing series of exhibitions showcasing our members’ work. 

Other woodworkers who played a role in the formative days of the Association were Paul Freeland, sculptor 
and furniture maker; Mike Darlow, woodturner; Richard Crosland, furniture maker and teacher; Nick 

Masterman,  boatbuilder; Peter Kolasinski and Henry Black, both designer woodworkers. 
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Leon’s talk provided the basis for a panel discussion about the role of the Association today for professional 
makers. The panel members (pictured left to right) were Leon, Darren Oates, Peter Stibilj, Stuart Faulkner and 

Terry Gleeson.   

By way of background, about 

25% of our current members 
are professional woodworkers.  
Many of those are also 

involved in teaching 
woodwork as well as making.  
In the past decade, the 

Association has held 
exhibitions at Dank Street 
Waterloo, the Chifley building 

in the city and at the Lane 
Cove Community Centre.   In 
recent times, the exhibitions have included more recreational woodworkers and less professional members. 

The panellists each made comments about what they saw as the benefits of membership of the Association, 
where they thought the Association could do more and what was of particular interest to them.  A frequent 
observation was the difficulty for young makers in getting established with the costs, in dollars and time, of 

setting up a workshop and creating a business structure for marketing and selling their works.  As a result, they 
are “time-poor” and less inclined to be involved in the activities of the Association.  It was suggested that 
positive encouragement to people attending the Sturt School for Wood could be offered by the Association. 

A number of speakers, both 
panellists and members 

attending the meeting, 
observed that collaboration 
with other craft groups was 

highly desirable, especially 
for exhibitions.  When that 
had occurred in the past, it 

had provided interest and 
variety and thereby attracted 
a larger audience.  The need 

to promote exhibitions 
widely was emphasised and the consequent need for sponsorship. 

It was recognised that the Association is catering well for recreational woodworkers.  The Association has a 

well-appointed Workshop at Abbotsford where members can undertake their own projects and receive 
mentoring; there are regular organised activities such as workshop visits, the Annual Sharpening Day and the 
regular box-making course; the bi-monthly general meetings with guest speakers provide an opportunity for 

education and camaraderie as does participation at wood shows; and courses of interest are regularly 
conducted throughout the year. 

Other interesting suggestions for the Association included the introduction of corporate training opportunities, 

greater involvement with secondary school woodwork teachers and student, creating opportunities for 
professional woodworkers to meet and collaborate, assisting with marketing and promotion of fine woodwork 

in NSW and developing a greater online presence through social media . 
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The constant challenge for any Association is to remain relevant to the needs and wishes of its members and 
prospective members.  This meeting provided a refreshing opportunity for everyone present to reflect on our 

Association and its history over the past 40 years.   

The current Association is very different from its humble beginnings with Leon in 1978.  We salute Leon, Les 
Miller and early members such as Alan Wale, Ian Maudy, Mike Darlow for getting this organisation going.  The 

world of woodwork in NSW is now very different but some things are unchanged - the passion for dreaming, 
designing, making and creating using wood.    

 WWA at the T&WWWS - can you please help? 

We have an active group of members planning the WWA stand at the upcoming Timber and Working with 
Wood Show - David Palmer, Ian Stewart, Richard Leniston and Bill Morey.  They would like your help. 

The Show starts on Friday, 22 June and runs through to Sunday, 24 June 2018.  It is again being held at the 

Sydney Showgrounds, Olympic Park. 

The stand is a way to showcase the work of our members and encourage and attract new members, whether 
they be professional or recreational woodworkers, men or women, young or old.     

Help is needed in a few ways.  Firstly, do you have a fine piece for display at the Stand, or a piece under 
construction that is of interest?  Secondly, is there a fine woodwork skill that you can demonstrate at the 
Stand?  Thirdly, can you come along and speak to people about woodwork and the benefits of joining the 

Association?  If yes to any of the above, please contact David Palmer at secretary.woodworkersnsw@ 
gmail.com.au.  NB: Half-day plus helpers get free tickets to the Show!  

Workbench becomes holey 

John Kirkwood has done a splendid job upgrading another workbench in the workshop.  A few weeks ago, 

John completely dismantled the small, wobbly bench and rebuilt it so it’s now a very solid flat work surface. 

He then turned his attention to one of the large benches.  He fixed up the vices and precisely drilled 108  ¾-
inch holes that will take a range of 

clamps, dogs and other items to 
hold workpieces securely. 

The holes are 92mm apart and are 

so precisely aligned that they can 
be used to determine highly 

accurate  90- and and 45-degree 
angles. 

John also fitted an HNT Gordon 

inset tail vice as well as numerous 
clamps, dogs and hold-downs. 

Many thanks John. 

Steve Townsend 
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Another extraordinary 
project by Hugh Jones … 
Hugh Jones is one of our many gifted members.  He is a harp maker 
extraordinaire, and much more besides.  Hugh was one of the founders 

of the Salisbury Arts Centre in 1975 when he was still working in 
ceramics.  Hugh’s professional career started in the field of pipe organ 
making and remains one of his passions.  Although he is principally 

known as a harp maker, and the only person in Australia who has 
created an orchestral harp, there is a different side to his work, namely, 

early keyboard instruments. 

In 2008, Hugh was awarded an R&D grant by the Australian 
Government for the purpose of examining the acoustic and mechanical 

behaviour of orchestral harp soundboards to enable the correction of  correcting tonal imbalance in these 
large instruments.  As a result of that work, Hugh has an enormous wealth of knowledge about Australian 
timbers and their qualities.  Hugh generously makes the following offer to members - if anyone is making a 

product which contains stress points, such as chairs, I can produce models to show if the joints will be subject 
to failure, and where and how. 

When we wants to take a break from working on orchestral harps, Hugh entertains himself with projects like 

this… the creation of a medieval pipe organ 
from the 15th century, completely from 

Australian timbers.  The only known version 
of this pipe organ is depicted in one of the 
tapestries that is part of the “Lady and the 

Unicorn” exhibition at the Art Gallery of 
NSW which runs until 24 June 2018.  They 
are worth seeing.   

Normally housed in the “Musee de Moyen 
Age” (Museum of the Middle Ages) in Cluny, 
France, these tapestries are said to have 

been the subject of literary inspiration, 
scholarly speculation and wonder.   Now 

Hugh is taking it a step further.   

The tapestries represent the five senses of 
sight, hearing, smell, taste and touch.  The 

“hearing” tapestry (left) has the Lady playing 
the keyboard of a “positive” organ with a 
companion squeezing the bellows (or 

windchest) whilst the unicorn and a lion 
listen intently. 

Hugh has completed the methodology for 

translating the image into a real instrument 
and has commenced work on the side 
towers (see overleaf).   
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He is currently working on the layout of the 
windchest and the keyboard.  The windchest is what 

the pipes stand on.  It has 4 layers.  The first is 
between the keyboard and the valves that transmit 
air from the bellows to the pipes via two further 

layers of channels.   

Hugh is happy to share further intricate details with 

anyone who is interested. 

Finally, here is a little snippet of information for 
anyone who can remember the television show in 

the late 1970’s called “I, Claudius”.  At the opening 
of every episode there was a picture of Claudius 
sitting at his desk with a two spouted oil lamp 

beside him.  The person who made that lamp was 
Hugh! 

. 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Equipment in the workshop 

Members are reminded that our Workshop at 1 
Spring St, Abbotsford is equipped with a wide range 
of fine equipment for your use including the sliding 
table saw, 2 band saws, jointer, thicknesser, lathe, 
router table, wide belt sander, linisher and a good 
range of hand tools. 

The Workshop is open every Wednesday and 
Sunday from about 10am to about 3pm, and other 
times by arrangement with a Committee member. 

For the safety of members and guests, members do 
need to be accredited to use the powered 
equipment.  Accreditation days are conducted 
several times during the year.  Enquiries can be 
directed to David Palmer at 
secretary.woodworkersnsw@gmail.com. 

There is a daily $5 fee for using the Workshop which 
goes towards the maintenance of the equipment.  
Please sign in and make sure you pay when you 
arrive to avoid any embarrassment.

More interesting websites 

Here are two links to Pinterest “pins” that will lead you 
to thousands of ideas for workshop improvements. 
(Warning: it’s addictive. Do not click on this link if 
you’re about to be called for dinner.) 

https://www.pinterest.com.au/jimlimpert/garage/  

https://www.pinterest.com.au/seefacat1/workshop/ 

Thanks to SteveTownsend for this contribution. 

Please send your recommendations for other 
members to enjoy and we will publish them in 
upcoming newsletters.

In our last newsletter, the More about hinges…
article stated that the photographed slot hinges 
could be acquired from the Woodworks Book 

and Tool Co.  That was an error and we apologise 
for any inconvenience.   

However the good news is that they are 
definitely available from Hardware for Creative 

Finishes: www.veneerinlay.com.au.   

Thanks to the member who detected the error. 

Oops!  a correction

http://www.apple.com
http://www.veneerinlay.com.au
http://www.apple.com
http://www.woodworkersnsw.org.au
https://www.pinterest.com.au/jimlimpert/garage/
https://www.pinterest.com.au/seefacat1/workshop/
https://www.pinterest.com.au/jimlimpert/garage/
https://www.pinterest.com.au/seefacat1/workshop/
http://www.veneerinlay.com.au
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Dates for your diary 
Our Workshop at 1 Spring Street, Abbotsford is open to members each Wednesday and Sunday… 

Monday, 16 April - WWA Annual General meeting and box-making competition judging.  Our guests will be 

David and Margaret Boucher.  David will judge the box-making competition and present the prizes.  7pm for 
7.30 at Chiswick Community Centre.  Partners and friends are welcome.  

Saturday, 12 May - WWA Annual Sharpening Day will be held at the 

Workshop from 10am-2pm.   
Come and observe and try different techniques of sharpening.  Bring 

along some chisels or plane blades that need a-tune-up. 

22-24 June - Sydney Timber and Working with Wood Show is on at the 
Sydney Showgrounds at Olympic Park.  Please offer to assist at our 

stand. 

Saturday, 14 July - WWA Plane Day.  
At the Workshop from 10am-2pm.  All about how to restore and tune a 

plane, and what plane is best for which job.  Planing techniques and 
strategies.Saturday, 4 August - AWR Live, Sydney CBD.  A half day 
conference for woodworkers interested in design.  More details 

available at www.woodreview.com.au.     

4, 6, 7, 10 and 11 September - WWA Annual Box-making Workshop 
will be conducted by Peter Harris.  Members can choose from some of 

Peter’s designs or create their own design.  Limited to 6 members. $250 
payable in advance.  Please register interest to David Palmer at 

secretary.woodworkersnsw@gmail.com.  

 

17-21 October - Wood Dust, the Australian International Timber and 

Woodworking Festival in Queanbeyan and Bungendore, NSW.   
An opportunity for all Australian woodworkers to meet and share 
stories, techniques and wisdom.  Featuring woodworking classes, 

lectures, displays, stalls and local and international celebrities.  
Daily masterclasses will run at the Dunstone Design Workshops 
featuring North American and Australian woodworking masters 

including Michael Fortune, Andy Buck, Vic Tesolin, Ross Annels, and 
Bern Chandley.  There will be Timber and Tools Marketplace and Tickets 
are now on sale.  More details available at 

www.wooddustaustralia.com. 

November - Making complex patterned bread boards.  A workshop to 
be conducted by Brian Dawson.  Date yet to be confirmed but, as 
always,  you can register your interest to David Palmer at 

secretary.woodworkersnsw@gmail.com. 

www.woodworkersnsw.org.au �12
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Meet a member
Hello Readers.  This time I would like to 
introduce you to a member, Andrew 

Downie who is visually challenged  Try 
to imagine how you would accomplish 
anything if you could not actually see.  

Andrew’s workshop is beneath his 
house and has no natural lighting.  

Whilst he is working there on his own,  
he works in complete darkness.  Just try 
to imagine yourself using a router, a 

planer, a table saw or even a rule and 
pencil under those conditions, and, 
actually coming out with a credibly 

made and finished box or coffee table!   

Q. Hi Andrew.  Is it too private a question to ask 
your age? 

No, not at all, I’ll be turning 70 next week. 

Q.  You’re almost 70 and you are still working, 

what is it that you do? 

Well, I’m a Psychologist by profession but am non 
practicing.  I now work for TAFE and amongst other 

things I review websites to ensure that what is 
produced fits the boarder range of users.  I won’t be 
doing this for much longer and intend to semi retire 

and perhaps work on a consultant basis.   

Q.  Hobbies and interests? 

Well, I’m a family man with a wife and two grown 

children and of course a house to help look after. 
Woodworking would be my main interest and I 
enjoy audio recording on computer.  My son and I 

have an interest in motor bikes, me as a spectator 
and he has a mechanic and racer.  For exercise I do 
regular tandem pushbike riding and training bike 

pedalling and some swimming.  

Q.  When did you first become interested in 
woodwork? 

It was from a very young age.  I remember my first 
workbench was an old wooden ironing board, out 
in the backyard, with a vice attached to it and I 

would saw and hammer away on that.  I have an 
identical twin brother and we were both born with 

congenital glaucoma.  By the time school age came 
around I was blind.  I have memories of being able 

to distinguish colours but have trouble forming 3d 
images in my mind.  My entire schooling, up till 

when I left at the end of year 10, was done in a 
school for the blind. When I was 5 years of age I 
learned to read Braille. 

One of my favourite subjects at school was 
Woodworking and I was fortunate that my school 

had a very well equipped workshop and an 
excellent teacher who taught me much of what I 
know and was interested in furthering my interest. 

I started purchasing tools when I left school.  I now 
have a small, fairly well equipped workshop under 
my house.  I have only one tool that is specifically 

designed for those with limited or no vision, and 
that is my talking tape measure.  It can measure in 
the normal manner and also makes allowance for 

measuring from the rear of its casing to the tip of the 
tape for making inside measurements.  This is a tool 
that is of enormous help to me.  

I also have a Triton router table and Triton router, a 
sliding compound mitre saw, a planer and 
thicknesser, a sliding saw table, a Gifkins dovetail 

jig, a linisher, a Festool Domino machine, a quality 
doweling jig, a floor standing drill stand, a Chris 
Vesper square , a straight edge with an adjustable 

and lockable stop, Japanese pull saws and an 
assortment of hand planes, chisels and other tools 

needed in a workshop. Sometime in the future I 
think I might like to try using a lathe.  

Q. I, along with probably the majority of readers, 

would not even attempt to use those tools without 
www.woodworkersnsw.org.au �13
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being able to see what I am doing.  To put us 
somewhere in the picture could you tell us how 

you can accurately use, for example, the Festool 
Domino machine,(similar to a biscuiting machine) 

without being able to see the guide lines and 
measurement markings?  

On the face of the machine, at each side of the 

cutter, there is a pop out piece. This allows me to 
line up at a precise distance from the edge of the 
job.  From that point I can use premade spacers to 

accurately carry out further plungers.  I then use the 
same method in reverse to complete the plunges on 
the corresponding piece. All adjustments are done 

by feel.  When it comes to a lot of the other tools 
any adjustments are done mainly by feel and I use 
specially made (by me) push sticks and implements.  

My fingers are most important to me and I am 
extremely careful both when buying and using 
tools. I often remind myself of what Roger Gifkins 

said at a workshop several years ago: if you don’t 
allow for things going wrong, you will get hurt. 

Q. Do you have any projects in progress? 

Yes, I am presently making a queen sized bed head 
out of Australian Rosewood.  

Q. What do you like to make? 

Small boxes, book shelves and coffee tables.  In 
2016 I made a coffee table that was entered in the 

“Create from a Crate” competition and it was 
exhibited near Melbourne at the gallery where the 
exhibition was held.  

Q.What is your favourite finish? 

Danish Oil from the makers of Organ Oil. 

Thanks for sharing with us Andrew.  
Peter Dunn 

www.woodworkersnsw.org.au �14

Geoff Hannah’s biography 

Never a less likely bloke 
A good read about an extraordinary life and a 
pretty special bloke.  Just $35 and available 
through our Association.  All proceeds to 
Geoff.  Send an email to 
phgreenwood@optusnet.com.au. 

Special thanks to… 
Dominic Ullio for donating a large quantity of 
veneer to the Association. 

Our Workshop supervisors for February and March 
- John Kirkwood (many times!), David Palmer, 
Peter Harris, Brian Dawson, John Brassell, 
Gordon Joseph and Peter Dunn.   

Gordon Joseph for agreeing to be the Returning 
Officer at the AGM. 

mailto:phgreenwood@optusnet.com.au?subject=Geoff%20Hannah's%20book
mailto:phgreenwood@optusnet.com.au?subject=Geoff%20Hannah's%20book
http://www.woodworkersnsw.org.au
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Our member advertisers… 

�    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Terry Gleeson’s School of 
Woodwork  

We teach woodwork, turning, 
carving, dovetailing and other 
joinery in our fully equipped 
workshop at Middle Dural in 
Sydney's North West. Tuition to 
suit all skill levels from novice to 
advanced. Fully equiped 
workshop. Small class sizes. 

1191 Old Northern Road, Middle 
Dural  
Phone 02 9651 1012  
thechairmaker@optusnet.com.au 
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Richard Crosland’s 

School of Fine Woodwork 

All tools are provided and work in 
progress can be stored at the Alexan-

dria workshop. 

Phone 02 9313 4142 

www.crosland.com.au 

A3-31
Planer - Thicknesser

Outstanding results, innovative developments 
and impeccable quality standards make the 
woodworking machines from Hammer and 
Felder a class of their own.

RL125
Clean Air
Dust Extractor 

N440
Clean Air
Dust Extractor 

Tradition - Innovation - Perfection: 
A decision without risk

K3
Sliding 
Table Saw

 FELDER-GROUP AUSTRALIA

NSW Emu Plains, Email: admin@felder.net.au
WA Malaga, Email: sales@krengineering.com.au
QLD Darra, Email: info@felderqld.com.au
VIC Melbourne, Email: info@feldervic.com.au
www.hammer-australia.com

NSW (02) 4735 1011

WA (08) 9209 3055

✆

 Immediate-Info :

QLD (07) 5543 5599

VIC (03) 9018 8346

A3+K3+N4400_Woodworking_210x297_26.01.2018_AUD_2018_4c.indd   1 06.02.2018   13:11:20
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Suppliers of specialty timbers, for cabinet 
makers, furniture builders, joiners, boat 

builders, musical instrument makers, shop 
fitters, architects and restorers.

Mon to Fri, 8am – 4pm and Sat, 9am – 
11:30am  

144 Renwick St, Marrickville, NSW 2204

Our Supporters…

http://www.woodworkersnsw.org.au
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Connect
 LIKE @Woodreview

 FOLLOW @woodreview
 SEARCH Wood Review TV

Online
Stay informed on all the news & event info.  

Sign up to receive our FREE weekly eNewsletter. 
VISIT woodreview.com.au

Subscribe
Never miss an issue of Australia’s premier 

woodworking & woodcraft magazine.  
SUBSCRIBE & get it delivered straight to your door

Contact
EMAIL subscription queries to 

subscriptions@yaffa.com.au or CALL 1800 807 760

woodreview.com.au

http://www.woodworkersnsw.org.au
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Attention: Workshop Users 

The workshop is a great resource for members. 
Volunteer workshop supervisors provide their 
time to help members, ensure safe work practices, 
take care of the machinery, and train members 
safe and effective in machine use.  

You should be aware of our Liability Insur-
ance.  You need to understand that if you are in-
jured at the Workshop as a result of your own 
carelessness, you are not covered by the Associa-
tion Liability Policy.  If the Association is negligent 
in supervising the operation which caused injury 
then the Association is covered for any claim. We 
aim to ensure everyone works safely.  

There are clear statements on display at the 
Workshop regarding the safety responsibilities of 
Members and Supervisors.  Please read these 
carefully before starting any work. 

 

Surplus Tools, Machines and Equipment 
The Committee has decided that surplus tools, 
machines and equipment will be sold to members. 
All such items will be advertised to all members, 
listed in the Newsletter, and displayed at the Gen-
eral Meetings. Stay tuned for announcements. 

 

 The Bower Re-use & Repair Centre  
is an environmental charity and cooperative com-
mitted to reducing waste going to landfill. Our 
shopfronts in Marrickville and Parramatta sell 
furniture, appliances, household goods, salvaged 
building materials, bikes, books and more. It’s a 
treasure trove of delights with new items arriving 
daily. You never know what you’ll find – all at in-
credibly low prices. 
You can learn a new skill with The Bower’s ‘Tricks 
of the Trade‘ workshops – in basic carpentry, 
furniture repair and restoration, furniture 
painting or introductory upholstery. During 
school holidays we offer kids’ recycled art and 
mosaic workshops. 
Need something repaired? Visit The Bower’s Re-
pair Cafe for free assistance with dodgy electrical 
items, wobbly bikes and rickety timber furniture. 
The Repair Cafe operates on Wednesdays, 1pm – 
4pm at Marrickville and on the last Saturday of the 
month, 10am – 12pm at Parramatta. 
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